
WRITING A NEWS RELEASE EXAMPLE

Every marketer should know how to write an effective press release. They're essential for ensuring the media and public
know your latest news.

When you use these trends in your pitch while still creating evergreen content, they will rarely be rejected.
Who is the press release about? Get started Some outlets will share your news based solely on the press
release. Everyone has constraints. The use of bulleted information makes the release easy to scan and read for
reporters. This will save you from troublesome spelling and grammar mistakes and make your PR look more
professional. You can find out more about how to pitch to the right journalists here. The emotional kicker at
the end. Check out how GameStop does this in a press release published January 22,  A press release is a
document that announces a newsworthy story about your brand that the media might want to cover and
provides all of the pertinent information a reporter or editor would need. Need a great press release? A good
way to go about this is to think like the reader â€” anticipate the questions they may have after each section
and address them as you go along. It starts off by including a quote from a senior ranking official describing
why this new release is a huge achievement for Apple. How does it help your readers? Clearly explain what
your company does and why its stakeholders are experts in the industry. Branding is critical even on your
press release. Then use supporting paragraphs to bring your release to life, with details and colorful quotes. A
lot of people. A press release is no place for jargon or inefficient communication. Add the city, state, month,
day, and year of the press release's publication to let your readers recognize the PR is recent and relevant.
Make your press release easy to understand. Using a crowdfunding press release is a very commonly used
method for small startups these days. Chefs work within an 8-inch pan to create an omelet, and the great ones
know how to pick the best ingredients and mix them to create a savory sensation. Be sure to use the most
relevant and exciting information that will keep your readers reading. It can also help busy journalists
understand what your press release covers and pick it up if they see fit. Writers can season their sentences
within the confines of a release. Bulletproof Coffee Cold Brew is the newest innovation from the company
that will allow people to conveniently take steps toward achieving their goals and unleashing their full
potential. You can see an example of this in the headline above. Include contact information. This quote
manages to do that. You can then send them an email pitch directly through JustReachOut. Where: Where did
this take place? However, you can minimize how much it affects the legibility of the entire press release. But
how do you make that happen for your business? What is the topic of the press release? These elements should
be present in all your press releases. Cut it out wherever possible. Why are you sending out the press release?
End with your boilerplate: Provide a brief background and overview of the company.


